We present here an implementation to support function chaining and migration in the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) paradigm, using Segment Routing (SR) and Path Computation Element Communication Protocol (PCEP). The paradigm of NFV requires the underlying networks to be able to route traffic through dynamically deployed Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Segment Routing is a modern incarnation of the source routing paradigm, which together with PCEP we can use to build network paths, steering the traffic through specific segments. The proof of concept we built uses SR-MPLS, focused on IPv4 SR, and consists of Juniper vQFX routers with custom VNFs. The VNFs are custom developed BPF programs that run on special VNF hosts, integrated into the SR-MPLS network. To build SR-MPLS paths through the network, we use the Juniper NorthStar Software Defined Networking (SDN) controller and the PCEP protocol. We developed two scenarios to validate the functionality of our proof of concept: the migration of VNFs and the creation of VNF service chains. We demonstrate that in both scenarios we can successfully steer the traffic through the VNFs, showing the feasibility of using SR with PCEP to assist the deployment of VNFs.
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Currently, the entire IT landscape is shifting to a more automated, more dynamic deployment model. Services are being deployed in the cloud in an ever increasing scale with even the infrastructure itself becoming virtualized and cloud deployable. The challenge becomes for network operators to make it possible to steer client traffic to specific networking infrastructure, wherever they are hosted in the network. This trend of making more services cloud deployable is present in the upcoming paradigm of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1].

For all interested adopters of VNFs the major hurdle to solve is to have the underlying network route traffic through each of the VNFs, wherever they may be hosted. Our research demonstrates that the source routing paradigm, implemented in the segment routing architecture, can support the dynamic use of VNFs and particularly their chains. Our work relies on the main feature of this paradigm, i.e. the fact that a network path is specified at ingress of the network and attached to each packet. This allows us to have each packet pass through the intended VNFs. To define and control the paths in an SR data plane we decided to rely on a Software Defined Networking controller (SDN) as this allows automated control of the network.

Network function virtualization (NFV) extends the trend of virtualizing workloads to include networking infrastructure like routers and firewalls [2]. Similar to the original virtualization paradigm, NFV allows better utilization of computing resources and more importantly within the context of this research, more dynamic deployment, instantiation, of network devices. Traditionally, putting in any sort of networking device would require the network operator to physically procure the device and install it in the network. With NFV, this appliance becomes a virtual network function (VNF) to be deployed, instantiated, on some sort of hosting infrastructure. The key point is then to redirect the flow of traffic to this new appliance based on the specific needs. As outlined in [2], this does pose challenges as it sets stringent requirements on the network in order to facilitate redirecting traffic without impacting the reliability of the network. Beyond merely steering the traffic in the network, such a VNF might be instructed to perform a specific action on the packet based on the headers in the packet, allowing a degree of programmability of the network.

Service Function Chaining is the concept of utilizing multiple services in a series in order to accomplish some sort of goal specific task [3]. Within the context of VNFs, this means that multiple VNFs might be needed to be visited by traffic in order to fulfil this task. For example, traffic might first need to be processed by a firewall and then by an IDS for it to be correctly handled. With this then comes the challenge of how to correctly build such a chain and how to route the traffic such that it can visit each of the services in the chain.

The paradigm of segment routing is based on the concept of source routing; \``... in which the source of internet packets specifies the complete internet route.\'' [4]
This immediately explains the name, as the source of the packets is the principle factor deciding the route. This is different from traditional IPv4 and IPv6 routing in which the final destination of the packet is the deciding factor. This internet route, path, specified at the source is then attached to the packet and this attached path information is used by the next nodes in the network. This source routing paradigm is used in the standard for segment routing, where the path is defined in segments [5, 6]. These segments are represented as Segment Identifiers (SIDs) and the path specified in SIDs is attached to the packet. There are various sorts of these SIDs, namely node, prefix and adjacency and anycast segment identifiers. Each of these can be used to specifically steer the traffic, for example towards nodes with node SIDs.
In the given example network, some payload heads from R1 through the network to R8. We decide that the traffic must always explicitly visit R2 and R7. The rest of the intermediate nodes are decided by the IGP. The path we want goes from R1, through R2, then R7 and ends at R8. Once the traffic arrives at the ingress, R1, it will push the SIDs corresponding with the path we want. We first push the last destination in the path and the last item on the stack will be the first node we want to visit. Thus, we push 80, 70 then 20.

SR-MPLS

- SR-MPLS re-uses Multi Protocol Label Switching data plane
  - MPLS Label -> Segment Identifier (SID)
  - Label in MPLS: Locally significant
  - Label in SR-MPLS: Globally significant

- Paths
  - MPLS: Label Switched Path (LSP)
  - SR-MPLS: Segment Routed Label Switched Path (SR-LSP)

- Label distribution
  - MPLS: LDP, RSVP, etc
  - SR-MPLS: IGP

- IGPs with SR Support
  - IS-IS
  - OSPF

Segment routing itself is just a standard and concept, and needs an actual technological underpinning to serve as a data plane technology. It has been implemented as an extension of MPLS in SR-MPLS as per RFC 8660 and RFC 8663 [7, 8]. In SR-MPLS, MPLS labels are used to specify segments: a 20-bit MPLS label can represent any of the SID types. There is an important difference between the use of labels in MPLS and in SR-MPLS: in MPLS the label has only local significance but acquires global significance within the scope of the network in SR-MPLS. When an MPLS label is assigned as a specific SID, this information can be distributed via an intra-domain routing protocol (IGP). Currently both OSPF and IS-IS have support for the SR-MPLS extensions needed to carry this information [9, 10, 11]. A path through an SR-MPLS network is called a Segment Routed Label Switched Path (SR-LSP) and such a path is unidirectional. The segments associated with an SR-LSP are attached to a packet upon ingress in the network as a stack of MPLS labels. To combine this with NFV, a VNF might be represented as a specific segment, i.e. node, to be visited by the SR-LSP.

In our research, we want to control paths, specifically the SR-LSPs, in the network, which is where the Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP) comes in [12]. This protocol is specifically aimed at building paths in the network and it supports segment routing extensions as per RFC 8664 [13]. The protocol abstracts paths as Explicit Route Objects (EROs). For segment routing, the SR-ERO object can represent an SR-LSP. The protocol works with a client and server. The client, Path Computation Client, is the router, the element which builds or implements the actual path in the network. The server is the Path Computation Element which pushes out the EROs to the client.

To make use of PCEP, the concept of Software Defined Networking is relevant. Software Defined Networking (SDN) controllers have emerged as elements to provide automated control and abstraction over the network [14]. SDN controller functionality is two-fold: first, the controller needs a view of the network and secondly, a way to control it. To get a view of the network, there are multiple protocols available that provide the needed topological information. It can be done via an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) or via BGP via the BGP Link State extension. In the control part of the SDN controllers we want to use PCEP to have the SDN controller build the SR-LSPs in the network. In this fashion, the SDN controller serves as the Path Computation Element. For external coordination, SDN controllers present a Northbound API. This is useful for our research as it serves as a way to coordinate the SDN controller with the VNFs as there exist no protocols for that.

Research Question

“Can PCEP be used to create SR-MPLS network paths to assist the network integration of VNFs?”

- VNFs compatible with SR: SR-Aware
- PCEP controlling SR-LSPs in the SR-MPLS data plane

With the technologies established the research question can be formulated, based on the goal of steering traffic through network functions in the network. The question then becomes "Can PCEP be used to create SR-MPLS network paths to assist the network integration of VNFs?"

To answer this research question with the posed technologies, some factors have to be considered. Firstly, the VNFs to be used have to be deployable in an SR domain and thus have to be compatible with SR-MPLS. This is called SR-Aware. Further more, the PCEP control of the SR-LSPs has to be compatible with the SR-MPLS data plane as well.

Combining the technologies in an example network on the slide, we can see that we have a network where we want to steer the traffic from the client to the server through the firewall and egress. We require a path through the network which will always visit the firewall. The question then is if we can use the SDN controller to push an SR-ERO object corresponding with this required route to the ingress router. The ingress router should attach the correct SIDs and the rest of the network should forward the packet based on the specified path.
The proof of concept network will consist of the aforementioned components. Firstly it requires VNFs that can be used in an SR domain so these should be SR-Aware VNFs. These VNFs can then be migrated or chained in service chains. The core of the SR domain will need to consist of routers and the hosts that run the VNFs also need to participate in this network. To this end, the network needs an Interior Gateway Protocol to distribute the segment routing information with both the core of the network as well as the VNF hosts participating in the IGP. The VNF hosts will need routing software to run the IGP. Attached to the network we will have a client and server, to serve as a way to generate traffic flows through the network, which we can direct to the VNFs. To steer the traffic, SR-LSPs will have to be built in the network and to this end we will use PCEP. An SDN controller is added to utilize the PCEP protocol and this SDN controller will also need to acquire topological information via BGP-LS.

Finally, all these components have to be coordinated: we need to be able to instantiate the VNFs on the hosts, and to add and change the SR-LSPs accordingly. We accomplish this by developing a tool that communicate with the hosts which run the VNFs as well as interact with the SDN controller to instruct it to change the paths as needed.
With the design outlined, we built the actual proof of concept network. The VNFs used in the network are BPF based programs. These are hosted on Ubuntu 18.04 based machines. The core of the SR domain runs IS-IS as IGP to distribute the segment routing information. To allow the VNF hosts to participate in the IS-IS IGP, they run Free Range Routing, version 7.4-dev.

The core of this SR domain consists of Juniper vQFX routers, version 19.4R1.10 and these routers have the needed support for the segment routing extensions of IS-IS. The client is connected to R1 and the server to R4 and these serve to generate the traffic flows through the network. The SDN controller used to control the SR-LSP paths in the SR domain is Juniper NorthStar of which version 6.0.0 is used.
BPF based VNFs

- University of Amsterdam developed BPF programs
- NFV Switch
  - Switching layer
- 3 Types of VNFs
  - SR-Firewall
  - SR-Mirror
  - SR-Proxy
- BPF Tail Call:
  - Non-returning context switch

The VNFs used in the proof of concept are specially developed at the University of Amsterdam [15]. These are implemented as a special set of BPF programs to be compatible with the SR-MPLS data plane and deployed on Ubuntu based VNF hosts.

The functionality is roughly split into two parts. The NFV Switch program is the first part. This is a BPF program which is directly attached to the interface of the VNF host machine and serves to direct traffic to the VNFs when needed.

All incoming traffic is processed by this BPF program. If it is an SR-MPLS packet, the NFV Switch program will deliver the packet to the available VNF. The VNFs are the second part of this system. As they are BPF programs we attach them to an interface, however not one inline with the traffic; the dummy NIC. In this way, the NFV Switch is in control of pushing the traffic to the VNFs and the VNFs can be limited in the functionality they offer.

To deliver the traffic from the NFV Switch to the VNF, BPF tail calls are utilized. These are special BPF function calls that hand over the execution to the function and never return. Thus, once the packets are delivered to the VNF via the tail call, it is the VNFs responsibility to correctly return the packets back to the incoming interface.

There are three VNFs implemented. Firstly is the SR-Firewall, this serves as an SR-Aware firewall to filter traffic. The SR-Firewall does not keep state on flows and applies the rules on a per packet basis. The SR-Mirror mirrors traffic and the SR-Proxy functions as a proxy for SR-Unaware VNFs.

The SDN controller used to control the SR-LSPs in the network is Juniper NorthStar. The two images shown are taken from the GUI of NorthStar, showing both its topological view of the network as well as more detailed node information. In the topological view it shows the loopback IP addresses, the node SIDs as well as the adjacency SIDs. NorthStar adheres to the Northbound and Southbound split in APIs in order for its abstraction. Southbound, we configured NorthStar with a BGP-LS session with a router in the network such that it could acquire the topology. NorthStar combines this data with the NETCONF connection it needs with the routers as well. For the proof of concept network, the VNF hosts based on FRR do not support NETCONF, but the vQFX routers in the core do. Thus, NorthStar only has a connection with those routers, which fortunately is enough for NorthStar to correctly compute the topology of the network. To actually build the SR-LSPs in the network we then configure NorthStar to have a PCEP session with routers. For the Northbound connection, that is, to influence NorthStar externally, NorthStar offers the REST API which can be used to instruct NorthStar to push out SR-LSPs.

It is important to note here that NorthStar can only push out SR-LSPs via PCEP if it has a correct and complete view of the topology. Thus the BGP-LS and NETCONF connections are needed for this to function.
Coordination for VNF migration

- Custom tool:
- Paths: SDN SR-LSPs
- VNFs: BPF system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Start VNF</td>
<td>Attach VNF to NFV Switch on Host 2</td>
<td>BPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Change SR-LSP</td>
<td>Change the NorthStar LSP from Host 1 to Host 2</td>
<td>NorthStar REST API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Push new SR-LSP</td>
<td>NorthStar pushes the new LSP via PCEP to R1</td>
<td>PCEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stop VNF</td>
<td>Detach VNF from NFV Switch on Host 1</td>
<td>BPF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lastly, the components need to be coordinated to ensure it functions as a cohesive system. This involves the instantiation of the VNFs as well as building the SR-LSPs so they correspond with the VNFs. We accomplished this via an external element which took the form of a specially developed tool for this research. The tool uses the APIs available from both NorthStar as well as the BPF VNF system. This tool is used from an external machine which has access to the VNF hosts as well as NorthStar.

To walk through the interactions, we can take VNF migration for example. The idea here is that we have a VNF on a particular host, but we want to migrate it to another. Perhaps because it has more computing resources or the first one has to go down for maintenance. The first step is to instantiate a new VNF of the same type on the target host. Then, using the REST API exposed by NorthStar, the changed SR-LSP data is pushed. NorthStar itself then uses the PCEP protocol to instruct the ingress router R1 to change the SR-LSP segment stack. At that point, the traffic will have the updated label stack, now traversing host 2, with its VNF. Finally the old VNF on the first host can be spun down as it is no longer being used.
On the built proof of concept, we can run various experiments to evaluate its functionality. In the starting situation, there is an SR-LSP configured such that the traffic from the client to the server is going through the VNF on host12. In this starting situation we can observe the traffic in the VNF on host12, flowing correctly through the network from client to server.

The first experiment then is to migrate the VNF from host12 to host13. On host12 we start with a SR-Firewall VNF, which we want to move to host13. We expect this to be fully transparent to the user, with no packet loss observed.

The second experiment is the construction of a service chain of multiple VNFs. In this experiment, initial VNF on host12 is chained with another VNF on host13. On host12, the initial VNF is a SR-Firewall which allows TCP traffic targeting port 80. On host13, the chained VNF will be another SR-Firewall, that will drop only TCP traffic targeting port 80. This allows us to easily observe if the chain has been successfully instantiated, as that kind of particular traffic that could previously traverse the network will now be blocked. Furthermore, other types of traffic should be allowed, for example, traffic targeting port 433 should be uninterrupted.
The experiments conducted have various dimensions in which they are evaluated.

Both the migration and chaining experiments change the SR-LSPs via NorthStar, thus in NorthStar we should be able to see the changed paths as we expect. Both the pictures show an annotated version of the NorthStar GUI.

For the migration experiment, we indeed see the path now goes through host13 and thus through the VNF on it. Similarly, for the chaining experiment, we now see the path first heading to host12 and then to host13 before heading to the egress router R4.

For the migration experiment we also had a continuous stream of traffic from the client to the server and did not observe any packet loss or significant change in latency during the migration or after its completion. Monitoring the VNF on the host13 itself we correctly observed it handling traffic once the migration was conducted. The migration has been successfully conducted.

For the chaining experiment, we do expect the traffic to be impacted as the second VNF blocks the traffic that the first one allows. The graph shows traffic that will be blocked by the chain as well as traffic that should be allowed. Initially both types of traffic are allowed through the network, through the first firewall. Once the service chain is built, the latency drops to 0 for the traffic that is no longer allowed, denoting missed replies for the outgoing traffic from the client. The traffic that is still allowed continues to flow correctly, but with a higher latency due to the longer network path. On the VNF on host13 we observe the traffic matching the rule and being dropped as intended, confirming the behavior. The service chain is functional as intended.
Conclusions and Future work

“Can PCEP be used to create SR-MPLS network paths to assist the network integration of VNFs?”

- Yes. Experiments were successful
  - Migration occurred fully transparent to the user with no packet loss
  - A service chain could be constructed of two VNFs

- Issues:
  - IGP SR support still heavily in flux, support not equal between vendors
  - Varying support for SDN protocols

- Future work
  - More SR-MPLS SR-Aware VNFs
  - More interesting service chains, potentially utilizing network programmability
  - Constructing a similar proof of concept for SRv6
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We started our work trying to answer the question: “How can we create SR-MPLS network paths to assist the network integration of VNFs?”, and more specifically: “Can PCEP be used to this purpose?” The proof of concept built in order to answer the research question combines the segment routing technology with PCEP supported by SDN. The proof of concept demonstrates that network paths targeting specific VNFs can be built in an SR-MPLS network. Node SIDs can be used successfully to represent VNFs in network paths pushed out via the PCEP protocol. The BPF based VNFs could be successfully integrated in network paths controlled by PCEP. In the proof of concept network, migration and chaining of VNFs, supported by PCEP has been demonstrated, providing a positive answer to the research question.

There are two points with regards to implementing the technologies in a network. Firstly, the Segment Routing support in the various IGP s is still heavily influx and support is far from equal or mature across vendors. Secondly, the integration of the SDN controller to utilize PCEP depends on more protocols to be supported. For the case of Juniper’s NorthStar, the requirement of NETCONF makes integration of FRR more difficult.

Future work could be focused on creating more SR-Aware VNFs, specifically to create more varied service chains. Furthermore, a similar research question could be posed with regards to SRv6, to contrast it with this work. Lastly, the technologies from this PoC could be applied in a production network to expose any potential issues when applying it at a larger scale.
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